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ABSTRACT 

We investigate the effectiveness of amplitude path corrections for regional phases on seismic event discrimination and 
magnitude estimation. Waveform data from digital stations in China for regional, shallow (< 50 km) events were 
obtained from the IRIS Data Management Center (DMC) for years 1986 to 1996 using the USGS Preliminary 
Determination of Epicenters (PDE) and the Chinese State Seismological Bureau (SSB) catalogs. For each event, the 
amplitudes for each regional phase (P,, P,, S,, L,) were measured, as well as the P,  and L, coda. Measured 
amplitudes were corrected for source scaling using estimates of mb and for distance using a power law that accounts 
for attenuation and spreading. The amplitude residuals were interpolated and mapped as 2-D amplitude correction 
surfaces. We employ several methods to create the amplitude correction surfaces: a waveguide method, and two 
interpolation methods (Baysian kriging and a circular moving window mean smoother). We explore the sensitivities 
of the surfaces to the method and to regional propagation, and apply these surfaces to correct amplitude data to reduce 
scatter in discrimination ratios and magnitude estimates. 

The anomalies from the interpolated amplitude correction surfaces correlate with regional tectonic features and with 
independent measures of the path effect such as coda Q. This suggests that the anomalies represent path effect, and 
are not significantly affected by radiation pattern. This is supported by similar spatial patterns obtained using the 
waveguide method. 

Implementing the corrections reduces the amplitude scatter for earthquake populations. This translates into better 
discrimination performance using regional phases. The variance reduction is dependent on whether the correction is 
for a phase ratio or a single phase., and varies depending on the method chosen. For example, for events recorded at 
station LZH in central China, path correction reduced variance up to 39% for L,, but averaged only 10% for P-wave 
(Pn, P, and P-coda) amplitudes. Random errors in mb and the large number of nearby events for which path 
corrections are small may cause these performance numbers to underestimate the potential of the path correction 
method. However, when we apply the method to phase ratios to reduce the influence of mbr the variance is reduced 
significantly (up to 57% for P/ L, ratios) compared to the standard distance correction typically used for 
discrimination. This suggests that single phase path corrections can be effective if we can account for errors in mb. 
Furthermore, preliminary results suggest that the path corrections are especially important at lower frequency (0.5 - 3 
Hz). Although high-frequency discriminants generally show better performance than those at lower frequency, they 
are not often observed. Thus, it is important to implement corrections to improve the performance of lower- 
fkequency discriminants. 

We will apply the path corrections to reduce scatter at individual stations for magnitude estimation. Interestingly, we 
observe spatial variation for L, coda for windows taken at 1.5 times the L, travel time. These patterns are similar to 
those from the direct L, arrival, suggesting that coda magnitude may be showing some path effects for this region. 
We will further explore this observation. 
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OBJECTIVES 

The purpose of this study is develop amplitude correction surfaces using several techniques, and to utilize amplitude 
path correction surfaces to improve magnitude and discrimination from regional data. 

INTRODUCTION 

Seismic characterization of events recorded at regional distances remains a vital aspect of effectively monitoring a 
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT). For example, when a small-magnitude event (mh < 4.0) occurs near a 
known nuclear test site, location and identification of the event will be crucial for determining a possible treaty 
violation. However, for small magnitude events, only regional recordings will most likely be available for analysis, 
and we must improve our analysis of regional phases to improve characterization of events. In this study, we focus 
on studying amplitude behavior of regional phases to improve event discrimination and magnitude estimation. 

Regional phases (P,, P,, S, and L,) exhibit dramatic variations in behavior in tectonically complex areas. For small 
events (mb < 4.0) recorded at regional distances, we must account for the effect of complex propagation of regional 
seismic phases in order to calculate magnitudes and screen for source types. Several approaches have been previously 
developed to account for amplitude effects on regional phases. Waveguide methods search for statistically significant 
correlations between regional phase data and readily available physical data such as topography, basin thickness or 
moho depth (Zhang and Lay, 1994; Zhang et al., 1994; Zhang et al., 1996; Fan and Lay, 1998a, b, c; Hartse et al., 
1997b; Rodgers et al., 1998; Baker and McLaughlin, 1998). Once correlations are established, they can be used to 
correct regional phase data and have been shown to reduce scatter significantly in the distribution of phase amplitude 
ratios such as P,  / L,. Interpolation methods seek to remove known effects on seismic amplitudes such as source 
scaling and distance, following which, the amplitudes or amplitude ratios are interpolated geographically to form a 
correction surface that can be used to correct later data (Phillips et al., 1998; Taylor and Hartse, 1998). Sector 
regionalization methods (Rodgers et al., 1997) also can be considered in this category. Based on spatial coherence and 
correlations with regional geology, these correction surfaces are believed to represent the path effect even though there 
is no guarantee that effects such as source radiation will be perfectly removed by the interpolation procedure. 
Interpolation can be performed using many methods. Phillips et al. (1998) employ a circular moving window mean 
smoother which has advantages in the speed of calculation. However, the preferred method is kriging, formulated as a 
best, linear, unbiased estimator (BLUE, Isaaks and Srivastava, 1989). 
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Waveguide and interpolation path effect methods have been applied separately to many regional phase data sets around 
the world; each has their strength and weaknesses (Phillips, 1998). We apply both methods here, but focus on the 
implementation of the corrections for discrimination and magnitude estimation. Our approach using the interpolation 
method is to model amplitude behavior of regional phases for source and propagation, and map the residuals to this 
modeling as a function of spatial position. We also develop correction surfaces based on the waveguide method. The 
correction surfaces are then used to correct amplitude measurements that can be input for discrimination and 
magnitude estimation. We find that using the correction reduces scatter in discrimination ratios and magnitude 
estimates. 

DATA SET 

We gathered digital seismic data from Chinese Digital Seismic Network (CDSN) stations, archived at the IRIS Data 
Management Center (DMC) for years 1986 to 1996. Data collection was guided by origin times from the Preliminary 
Determination of Epicenters (PDE) catalog as well as a widely available Chinese State Seismological Bureau (SSB) 
catalog that extends through 1989. Limiting to distances between 300 and 2500 km and depths less than 50 km, we 
obtained waveform records from PDE catalogs with magnitudes 3.2 to 6.5 and the SSB catalog with magnitudes 2.2 
to 5.9. 

To process the data, we manually determined arrival times of regional phases P,, P,, S, and L,. For purposes of this 
study, we grouped diving P and S waves (distance over 1600 km) with P, and S,, respectively. Non-impulsive 
arrivals were picked where envelopes emerged from the noise. After instrument correction, RMS amplitudes were 
obtained for eight pass bands between 0.5 and 8 Hz using time-domain filtering techniques, aligning windows on 
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picked arrivals if they existed or on preset group velocities if not (Hartse et al., 1997a). In addition to the regional 
phases, we collected P-coda amplitudes, group velocities 5.7 to 4.7 km/s and L, -coda, 2.4 to 2.2 k d s .  To assess 
signal quality, we collected background noise prior to the first arrival and pre-phase (source-generated) noise 
immediately prior to each phase window. We required signal-to-noise ratios of 2 and obtained results using 
background and pre-phase noise separately. 

To create a preliminary path-correction surface for regional phase amplitudes, the measured amplitudes were corrected 
for source scaling using estimates of mb and for distance using a power law that accounts for attenuation and 
spreading (Phillips et al., 1998). The correction for source scaling is applied first. This correction is based on PDE 
mb using scaling laws developed for L, in China (Cong et al., 1996; equations 3, 6 and 10). For P phases (P,,, P,, 
and P coda), the corner frequency is adjusted by a factor of 1.7. This correction has minimal effect on lower frequency 
P, I L, ratios (e.g., 0.5 to 1 Hz), but will be more important for cross-spectral ratios and higher frequencies. Future 
amplitude residuals will incorporate the SPAC procedure outlined by Taylor and Hartse (1998), which simultaneously 
solves a set of station-specific distance and source-scaling corrections based on simple physical models. The 
amplitude residuals were interpolated using two different methods (described below) and mapped as 2-D amplitude 
correction surfaces. Correction surfaces were generated for each phase and band; to correct ratio data, the two 
appropriate surfaces were combined. 

The two methods that we use to interpolate the surfaces are a circular moving window mean smoother (Phillips et 
al., 1998) and a Baysian kriging algorithm (Schultz et al., 1998). The kriging algorithm reduces predicted values to 
zero and predicted variances to background variance in areas far from data (Schultz et al., 1998). The unique aspect of 
kriging is that it is formulated to minimize the variance (the “best” in “best, linear, unbiased estimator”). This 
introduces terms describing the covariance between data points into the kriging equations. In the simplest 
formulation, covariance can be expressed as a function of distance between data points. Thus, to perform kriging, one 
must specify a covariance function that describes the data. We choose an exponential function that goes to zero at 12” 
for input to the kriging algorithm. This function matched semivariogram results for L,, 0.5 to 1 Hz for this data set 
(K. Anderson, personal communication, 1998). The same function was used for the Baysian, blend-to-background 
portion of the kriging. We chose a constant measurement variance based on the misfit for these data from past path 
correction studies and background variance based on the scatter in data prior to path correction. 

RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHED 

Development of correction surfaces using interpolation and waveguide methods 

We show results of applying the kriging interpolator to obtain a path correction surface for 0.5 to 1 Hz, P, I L, ratios 
for station LZH in Figure 1. The variation represented by this surface is dramatic in this tectonically complex area. 
The Baysian aspect of the kriging damps the surface to zero away from data points. The effects are noticeable in 
eastern China where one might expect the surface to be lower and in central and western Tibet where the surface 
should be higher. Methods that incorporate censored data may add coverage and definition to areas such as Tibet which 
have high P, I LE ratio events because L, is blocked for these paths. Where the surface fades to zero, the kriged errors 
will increase to the expected background error. The surfaces developed using the circular moving window mean 
smoother show similar results, but are slightly smoother than the kriged surfaces. This is because the mean 
smoother algorithm weights the data differently than the kriged surface. 

Looking at the interpolated surfaces independent of the method used to generate them, we find low P, I L, throughout 
the northwest, northeast and southeast quadrants, representing paths crossing older, stable crust, including the Sino- 
Korean, Tarim and Guangxi platforms and Mongolian accreted island arcs. P, I L, is especially low for paths from 
Mongolia and the Baikal Rift. The low P, I L, from Taiwan events located on the continental shelf are also worth 
noting. High ratios occur throughout Tibet and for paths that cross oceanic crust to the north and south of Taiwan. 
The Tibetan high is bounded sharply in the north by the Qaidam basin low and to the east by the Guangxi platform 
(Sichuan Basin) low. Interestingly, the Qaidam Basin low is itself bounded to the north by higher values through the 
Qilian range. Basins are associated with stable, relatively undeformable crust and may be expected to propagate energy 
well in this area. Because the lows and highs are inversely correlated with expected crustal propagation efficiency, L, 
must exert primary control on the pattern. The patterns are consistent with qualitative maps of L8 propagation created 
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using data from many stations (Rapine et al., 1997). The spatial coherency of the correction surface and the 
correlation with regional geology support the assumption that interpolation has smoothed out effects such as source 
radiation, primarily leaving the path effect. 

Figure 1. Result of kriging source- and distance-corrected, 0.5 to 1 Hz, log,, P/LE ratio data recorded by station LW. 
The contour interval is 0.1. White dots represent hypocenters of events used in the analysis. 

We map the PE I LE ratio predicted by waveguide methods based on distance, mean topography and RMS topography 
in Figure 2 at station LZH. The variation extends over an order of magnitude and the RMS surface (after removing 
the mean) is 0.32. The range of mapped values is different from those in Figures 1 because these predict the actual 
ratio while the earlier predict residuals after distance correction. The map only covers continental areas because 
offshore topography is not included in the 30-arc-second data set . Many features of the P, I LE data are reproduced in 
the waveguide correction surface, especially the high-ratio region of Tibet, but also including the smaller scale 
Qaidam Basin low and Qilian range high. This surface might predict central and western Tibet path effects better than 
the interpolation methods, illustrating the extrapolation potential of waveguide methods. However, the waveguide 
surface is much too smooth compared to the well-defined interpolated patterns in Figure 1. 

Implementation of correction su faces 

For discrimination, implementing the amplitude corrections reduces the amplitude scatter for earthquake populations. 
The variance reduction is dependent on whether the correction is for a phase ratio or a single phase, and varies 
depending on the method chosen. Using the kriged surface, the cross-validation variance reduction for the PE / Ls 
ratio is 62% for a subset of 385 onshore events. For the moving window mean smoother, the cross-validation 
variance reduction for the P, I L, ratio is 56% for the same subset of events. The waveguide methods also reduces the 



variance 43% compared to correction for distance. The interpolation methods outperformed the waveguide method 
because the waveguide methods do not have the high resolution for this particular data set. 

Figure 2. Predicted log,, PdL,, 0.5 to I Hz, ratios from waveguide fit based on offset, distance, mean and RMS 
topography. The contour interval is 0.1. 

For single phases, the variance reduction is not as high as with the phase ratios. For example, using L, alone with 
the moving window mean smoother, path corrections reduced variances up to 39% for 853 events at station LZH, but 
averaged only 10% for P-wave (P,,, P, and P-coda) amplitudes. Random errors in rnb may cause these performance 
numbers to underestimate the potential of the path correction method. This suggests that single phase path 
corrections will be most effective if accurate magnitudes are available. 

Preliminary results suggest that the path corrections are especially important at lower frequency (0.5 - 3 Hz). 
Although high-frequency discriminants generally show better performance than those at lower frequency, they are not 
often observable. Thus, it is important to implement corrections to improve the performance of lower-bequency 
discriminants. 

The path corrections can be applied to reduce scatter at individual stations for magnitude estimation. However, we. 
have yet to explore this application. Interestingly, we observe spatial variation for L, coda for windows taken at 1.5 
times the L, travel time. These patterns are similar to those from the direct L, arrival, suggesting that coda 
magnitude may be showing some path effects for this region. We will further investigate this observation. 



DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Phillips (1998) tested the variance reduction using the waveguide method by rotating the topographic data full circle 
around station LZH in 5" intervals and at each step, assigned new path averaged parameters to all events. He found 
that the combination of distance, mean topography and RMS topography shows a solid minimum at zero angle, 
although other minima are observed due to coincidental correlations. This supports the choice of parameters by Fan 
and Lay (1998~). The rotation test could be used in addition to quantities such as Mallow's Cp statistic (e.g. Fan and 
Lay, 1998a) currently used to limit the number of surfaces when applying waveguide methods. 

Phillips (1998) further examined the waveguide method by calculating log,, P, / L, ratio residuals (observed minus 
calculated) from the waveguide predictions based on distance, mean topography and RMS topography and performed 
kriging using the same spatial blending functions and errors described earlier. Results show a maximum to minimum 
variation of an order of magnitude, but the RMS of the surface summed over areas of good data coverage is only 
0.16. The waveguide residual patterns are spatially coherent, indicating they represent unexplained path effects rather 
than conspiring source radiation effects (Figure 3). This supports our earlier assertion that the radiation pattern does 
not significantly affect the surfaces. L, seems to be smaller than predicted along the edge of eastern Tibet because 
topography is lower than more central areas of Tibet, yet L, is still highly attenuated. L, is smaller than predicted 
throughout Burma. Many of these paths are attenuated through the eastern Tibet zone although possibly mislocated, 
deeper, subduction-related events with little L, could influence the residual pattern in this area. L, is also smaller than 
predicted for paths to the northeast. Even though substantial L, is observed from northeast events, the low 
topography predicts even higher amplitudes. L, is larger than predicted for stable crustal areas to the west, north and 
southeast. For these areas, topography is moderately high, yet L, propagates efficiently. 
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Figure 3. Kriged, loglo, 0.5 to I Hz P, / L, residuals (observed minus calculated) after waveguide path correction 
based on distance, mean and RMS topography. The contour interval is 0.1. White dots represent hypocenters of 
events used in the analysis. 



The map of waveguide predictions (Figure 2) is too smooth to resolve the rapid changes in propagation characteristics 
seen in Figure 1. Perhaps new measures can be incorporated into the waveguide calculation, such as deformation age 
of the crust or other geological information. Furthermore, outlier data points such as the high topography and high 
P, / L, ratios from Tibet probably influence the L2 fitting procedure disproportionately. Some of the best-fit ratios 
are for eastern Tibet events. This could cause other regions to be fit poorly. An L1 fit may overcome this problem. 
More optimal ways to parameterize the distribution of topography and other physical data such as the use of 
categorical analysis may also help (Baker and McLaughlin, 1998). Finally, the inversion minimizes an L2 norm 
summed over events. If extrapolation is the goal, perhaps the inversion should minimize a spatially summed misfit 
such as the RMS of the surface representing the residuals. In the interest of time, a faster method than kriging 
should be used for this purpose. 

Because the waveguide result leaves a significant amount of unexplained path variation, we suggest calculating path 
correction surfaces using a combination of the waveguide and interpolated predictions using Baysian kriging (Schultz 
et al., 1998). The combined method would proceed as has been demonstrated here; kriged residuals can be added to the 
waveguide surface to create the final correction surface. The Baysian effect damps the kriged result back to zero 
residual, or to the waveguide value, away from the data. Thus, the extrapolation potential of waveguide methods can 
be retained, while still fitting the data well over seismically active areas. Preliminary results for this combination 
method gives a variance reduction of 65%, and we will further investigate implementation of this technique. 
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